
COLONIAL MENTALITY AMONG FILIPINOS

Nov 2, Ever wanted some empirical or "scientific" data on colonial mentality and its psychological implications among
Filipinos? Well, the efforts have.

Here are some of the ways that the colonial mentality affects the everyday beliefs and experiences of Filipino
Americans: 1. I still stand by my opinion that financially well-off Filipinos and privileged Filipinos who have
access to resources, the internet, and education, but choose to remain ignorant are the worst. Having no doubt
a Filipino baby will grow up to be attractive if it has at least half non-Filipino genes. Unconsciously or
consciously? You are under the impression that American, French, Japanese, Korean, etc. Making fun of
others and looking down on them for their dark skin. You look down on others who are not able to afford or
prefer not to buy Western branded products. We can start a chain reaction of radical self-love and
understanding and finally achieve full acceptance for who we are and who we want to be â€” brown skin and
all. When you first heard there was a Filipino member in The Black Eyed Peas, you instantly assumed it was
Taboo tall, skinny light-brown skin. I want to get my tattoo from her! I love the way it glows during the
summer, the way it becomes deeper, more expressive. And me? Their mission is to protect me from dark skin,
as if it were something dreadful and to be avoided, like tooth decay or failing grades. Typically, immigrant
parents want their children to assimilate easily into American culture, and because their native languages will
never nearly be as valuable as English for surviving and thriving in the US, they often get left behind. Next, is
to continue reflecting on how else colonial mentality may present itself in your everyday life and encouraging
others to do the same. Did you know these can be really harmful and can increase the chances of you getting
skin cancer? You judge someone based on how fluent they are in English. One of the more adverse physical
consequences in the idealization and acceptance of colonial mentality can be seen in the high rate of consumer
demand for skin bleaching products used by some indigenous women and a smaller percentage of indigenous
men and dark-skinned mestizas and mestizos, in the Philippines. Most mixed-white and white people in Latin
America have Spanish surnames inherited from Spanish ancestors, while most other Latin Americans who
have Spanish names and surnames acquired them through the Christianization and Hispanicization of the
indigenous and African slave populations by Spanish friars. You are prejudiced towards Muslims or native
healers or anyone who is not Christian or Catholic. Comics Dear Beloved Reader, we're going to be real with
you. The problem lies in the message: marrying white is marrying up. With those of European descent given
privilege over these other mixtures. As a result of this system, Mestizos struggled to downplay their
indigenous heritage and cultural trappings, in order to appear superficially more Spanish. Claiming Filipino
names are unsophisticated and making fun of those who posses those names such as Tudtud, Bayani, Isagani,
Liwayway, Luzviminda, etc. The term is usually used in a derogatory fashion, connoting disloyalty to India.
We're an independent feminist media site, led entirely by people of color, and that pays everyone who writes
for us. But in an African country, where mental development is uneven, where the violent collision of two
worlds has considerably shaken old traditions and thrown the universe of the perceptions out of focus, the
impressionability and sensibility of the Young African are at the mercy of the various assaults made upon
them by the very Nature of Western Culture. What did you say? For instance, you think someone has no style
if they can afford to buy Gucci Perfume, but instead choose to use Bambini Cologne. We define us, and we
can take action. I still hear jokes about dark skin being tossed around during family get-togethers regularly.
Yes, making jokes about their culture and physical appearance counts. But not one of them was Filipino. The
Americans were the last country to colonize the Philippines â€” and nationalists claim that it continues to act
as a neo-colony of the US despite its formal independence in  If you harass or gang up on someone online or
tell someone they deserve to die or get raped, your nationalism is misguided. The Bharatiya Janata Party BJP ,
India's current ruling party, follows this tradition of nationalistic Hinduism Hindutva , and promotes an Indian
national identity infused with neo-Vedantic thought influenced by this historical colonial mentality. Some
psychological studies even suggest that Filipino Americans who are more highly assimilated, and therefore do
not know Tagalog, may have lower rates of self-esteem and higher rates of depression. Mamanwas, Igorots,
Atis, Bajaos, etc. It was just a given for some reason. When the US ruled over the islands, English became the
official language of the Philippines, as well as a sign of higher social status. Except, maybe, if the other parent
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is black. I love my brown skin. A means of rewarding notable soldiers or colonial officials with colonial
possessions, as well as extorting native resources with free indigenous labor. Frantz Fanon[ edit ] Frantz
Fanon's Marxist writings on imperialism , racism , and decolonizing struggles have influenced post-colonial
discussions about the internalization of colonial prejudice.


